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In 1956, the Council of Europe proudly presented its precious and deli
cate gift for Strasbourg Cathedral. The first European institution con
tributed to the reconstruction of the war-damaged Gothic monument, 
and donated a choir window designed and built by the French master 
of stained glass, Max Ingrand. It was also a sign of welcome and part
nership to the city in which the Council had taken root itself. The win
dow shows the 'Blessing Madonna' spreading her arms gracefully. In 
the top compartment of the window, the twelve stars of Europe shine 
on a blue background. The inclusion of the recently designed European 
flag in the window did not seem to have stirred any confusing ripples 
then, at a time when the European movement and the early post-war 
European institutions were closely connected to the Christian heritage 
of Europe. The fact that the window was furthermore dedicated to the 
first General Secretary of the Council of Europe, Jacques Camille Paris, 
who died in 1953, illustrates this broadly shared connection.1 

The story of the flag signifies the characteristics of European self
understanding in the early years after the Second World War. The 
European flag was designed in 1955 for the Council of Europe to sub
stitute the large and rather clumsy capital 'E' used previously. The 
unavoidably long debates about the design of the flag were headed by 
Paul Levy, the final design drawn by Arsene Heitz. Levy, the Council's 
Head of Communications, originally supported the flag used by Count 
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi's interwar pro-European organization, the 
Pan-European Union, which was light blue with a red cross on a golden 
background in its centre. After opposition from the socialists, and from 
the Turkish representatives who had joined the Council's Committee of 
Ministers in August 1949, the cross and the golden sun had to go, and 
twelve stars on a dark blue background were decided upon.2 A mixture 
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of secular Enlightenment thought and Christian values remained, 
however. The twelve stars could refer to many things, among them not 
only the zodiac, but also the halo of the Virgin Mary - on display in 
Strasbourg Cathedral, too - or to the twelve apostles. Communicating 
the semantics behind the new flag, the Council of Europe explained 
that 'against the blue sky of the Western world, the stars represent the 
peoples of Europe in a circle, a symbol of unity. Their number shall be 
invariably set at twelve, the symbol of completeness and perfection [ ... ], 
the twelve gold stars stand for all peoples of Europe - including those 
who cannot as yet take part in building up Europe in unity and peace1 
(Council of Europe 1955). 

This official declaration by the Council illustrates the general con
ceptual field of all European integration movements following the war: 
European unity or even union implied all of geographic Europe, and not 
only Western Europe. The dark blue Western sky should not be understood 
geographically but ontologically, referring to a common Enlightenment 
heritage shared by civilized peoples. And the new and yet unavoid
able European unity should rest on the moral basis of Christianity and 
Enlightenment, on revitalizing the foundations of Europe1s greatness, 
which had been buried under the rubble of a devastating war. 

This chapter will examine the early debates in more detail, especially 
the verbatim reports of the Congress of Europe in The Hague and the 
first Committee of Ministers and Assembly meetings of the Council of 
Europe, in order to show how Europe's past future was debated and how 
the imagination of what Europe was, is and should be developed before 
1957. I shall leave aside established historical narratives about the begin
nings of tensions between intergovernmentalists and federalists, and 
the simplistic conclusion that the Congress and the Council were failed 
institutions. Not only do most historians of European integration simply 
ignore the Council of Europe because of the focus on the institutional 
landscape emerging after the Treaties of Rome, but also historical analy
ses tend to brush aside the relevance of the early institutions in their 
own contemporary contexts. For example, Knipping (2004) devotes just 
two pages to the Council, and uses those to show how irrelevant it was; 
Judt (2005) provides information about the Council even more sparsely 
and scattered throughout his book. Both mention, however, the sur
prising success of the European Convention on Human Rights and the 
European Court of Human Rights - without any further consideration 
of that success. This chapter will thus embrace an open and global per
spective on the immediate post-war situation and its complicated insti
tutional mushrooming (OEEC, NATO, UN, Council of Europe, ECSC), 
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without imposing a teleological interpretation of European integration, 
with the Rome Treaties as its foundation myth. This approach does not 
imply a claim for seamless continuity from the Congress of Europe 
and the Brussels Pact to the Treaties of Rome; rather, the period should 
be seen as a time in which older discourses on Europe, established in 
the interwar period, lost influence - after an initial phase of positive 
frenzy for full European union, in the process of increasingly pragmatic 
institution-building in a Cold War setting. Thus the argument is made 
that European debates and imaginations of a future European union 
immediately following the Second World War were, through notions 
of accident and Christianity, more connected to those of the interwar 
period than to those following the Treaties of Rome, when the integra
tion of Western Europe became the key concept, 3 based on intergovern
mental negotiations and treaties (Strath 2000, 385). 

The main concept on which this early post-war self-description rested 
was - in contrast to the interwar years - the concept of human rights. 
This emerged as central and successful from The Hague and the early 
Council meetings, while it was mainly absent beforehand and was not 
embraced by the Treaties of Rome.4 Human rights and fundamental 
freedoms became key words for the Council of Europe, as well as for the 
Consultative Assembly and the Committee of Ministers, bearing con
crete fruits in the form of the European Court of Human Rights estab
lished under the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms from 4 November 1950. None of these institu
tionalizations would have been possible without the strong influence 
and organization of the European movements after the war, and the 
cohesive power of human rights within the post-war global setting. 

From the late 1940s until the early 1950s, the European movements 
and early institutions manoeuvred in a conceptual space based on ideas 
popular in the Interbellum, such as tolerance, culture, Christian values, 
romance, literature, and, of course, civilization, and on the additional 
concepts of human rights and fundamental freedoms: they also had 
to come to terms with the immediate experience of war and destruc
tion and the threat of new wars that might deliver the final blow to an 
already battered Europe. 

Coming up for air after the war: from 
self-determination to human rights 

The conviction that international organizations were a necessity to guar
antee peace among nations was widespread, and met little resistance in 
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the mid-1940s. The Bretton Woods institutions (IMF, GATT, and the 
IBRD (later the World Bank)), decided upon in 1944, the United Nations 
of 1945 and the OEEC from 1947 reflected the need for international 
coordination under both international institutional design and US 
leadership, at least in one part of the world. The Soviet-led Cominform 
was also founded in 1947, and the Congress and Council of Europe were 
well aware that a competitive situation between different international 
organizations had emerged, understood as a 1race between the meth
ods of the Cominform and those of democratic Europe', as the British 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ernest Bevin, put it during the first session 
of the Committee of Ministers (Council of Europe 1949a, 36). 

In the immediate post-war situation, European movements re-emerged 
rapidly after a period of hiding, most of them in a new gown, such as the 
European Parliamentary Union, led by Coudenhove-Kalergi, who did 
not participate with his former organization, the Pan-European Union. 
Among the new movements were those that organized the Congress 
of Europe in The Hague: the Parliamentary Union, the Conseil pour 
l'Europe Unie, the Ligue Independente de Cooperation Europeenne, 
the Nouvelles Equipes Internationales, the Union Europeenne des 
Federalistes, and the United Europe Movement were all founded 
between 1947 and 1948 to gather the old, pre-war European activists 
and the newly convinced. 5 These new movements even managed to 
unite in the European Movement, coordinated by Winston Churchill's 
son-in-law, Duncan Sandys, in order to organize the Congress of Europe 
in The Hague from 7 to 11 May 1948. 

The fact that the European movements, and subsequently the 
Council of Europe and the European Court of Human Rights, thrived 
on the concepts of human rights and fundamental freedoms can be 
better understood through a global rather than a European perspec
tive, even though the very origins of the Declaration of Human Rights 
and the inner logic of this and subsequent documents were European. 
Jay Winter argued that the Universal Declaration of 1948 represented 
Europe's dark experiences, at the same time as being an effort to revital
ize the typical French vision of both national patriotism and 1aggressive 
universalism' (Winter 2006, 101; see also his chapter in this volume). 
The experience of the war and of the extremes of nationalism called 
into question the very basic concepts of sovereignty and its relation to 
territory. The horrors Hitler was able to inflict on his own citizens and 
on those engulfed by his war, as well as the merciless mills of system
atic extermination, called into question the prime position of national 
self-determination in the conceptual field of political legitimacy, while 
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giving international law and international cooperation a high level of 
legitimacy. To be sure, this was not the end of nationalism, but repre
sented a time in which hopes for a peaceful world embraced a global 
goal. 

The concept of self-determination was tarnished in the eyes of many. 
The Wilsonian move for it as a key element of global organization under 
the League of Nations was blamed by European activists for the catas
trophe of the war and petty nationalism. The inaugural speech by Pieter 
Adriaan Kerstens6 at the Congress of Europe illustrates this position 
strongly. Reflecting on the former impossibility of a gathering as large 
and heterogeneous as the one in The Hague, he concluded that differ
ent political streams and different confessions would not have met face 
to face to shape the future of Europe and to serve a common goal, had 
it not been for the common shared folly of self-determination. 1It will 
probably be easiest to form an idea of the distance covered [towards a 
united Europe] if one recalls the first years after the first World War, 
when the slogan of the right to self-determination of the smaller nations 
was greatly en vogue in the whole of Europe.' It was, however, this self
determination that kept small nations small and helpless in the face of 
external aggression, while giving Hitler enough argumentative material 
to make firm his grip on Germany and Europe. Kerstens continued: 

it will be clear to everybody, who has given due consideration to this 
matter that this unlimited and sovereign right of self-determination 
could only lead to the suicidal tendencies of military and economic 
autarchy, which we have known indeed. Every country wanted to 
export so much as was necessary for the maintenance of its stand
ards of living. At the same time every country wanted to exclude as 
much as possible the imports from abroad, which could be consid
ered as a threat to its own level of prosperity. Are there nowadays 
any people, who do not realize the absolute folly of such an indi
vidual sovereign policy of the various European countries? (Kerstens 
1948, 5) 

This fatal misconception, so Kerstens reasoned, led to a situation in 
which no leader or politician of the democratic opposition could openly 
criticize the situation and proclaim a departure from the focus on self
determination. It would have simply cost all political influence and 
all political power. 1This fatal circumstance has resulted in a Europe, 
which in many respects still is a great source of scientific, political, 
cultural and philosophical powers, becoming a hopelessly divided and 
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vulnerable continent with all the characteristics of a civilization, which 
is doomed to go under17 (Kerstens 1948, 5). 

Winston Churchill, who followed Kerstens as the main speaker of 
the Congress, picked up Kerstens' notion that international coopera
tion was the only way ahead. 'To rebuild Europe from its ruins and 
make its light shine forth again upon the world, we must first of all 
conquer ourselves,' he exclaimed. And, after forcefully calling for a 
suppression of the very recent memories of war and destruction, he 
suggested that the way ahead for Europe was to enjoy 'that glorious 
treasure of literature, of romance, of ethics, of thought and toleration 
belonging to all, which is the true inheritance of Europe, the expres
sion of its genius and honour, but which we [ ... ] have almost cast away'. 
To embrace common moral and spiritual values would be the only way 
for a sustained rebuilding of Europe in the face of growing insecurities. 
This common morality and spirit could be found, Churchill contin
ued, in 'a dynamic expression of democratic faith based upon moral 
conceptions and inspired by a sense of mission. In the centre of our 
movement stands a charter of human rights, guarded by freedom and 
sustained by law.' Only after installing human rights as the ultimate 
and universal frame for all legitimate action - something he did not 
do in his Zurich speech, in which he mentioned human beings and 
human history but not human rights8 - did Churchill continue with 
the forceful but well-rehearsed claim for a European institution that 
would be able to deal with economics, matters of defence and politi
cal concerns (Churchill 1948, 8). Additional to the urgent claim for a 
common European defence, Churchill included all Europeans in his 
definition of what the united Europe was all about: 'We aim at the even
tual participation of all European peoples whose society and way of 
life are not in disaccord with a charter of human rights and the sincere 
expression of free democracy. We welcome any country where the peo
ple own the Governments, and not the Governments the people' (9). 
The universal claim inherent in human rights, freedom and democracy 
made it much easier for Churchill to embrace all of Europe. By install
ing human rights as the main framing concept, clumsy constructions 
of European brotherhood or culture are moved to second-rank impor
tance. Furthermore, the focus on human rights makes European inte
gration fit with world organization: 'Nothing that we do or plan here 
conflicts with the paramount authority of a World Organization of the 
United Nations. On the contrary, I have always believed, as I declared 
in the war, that a Council of Europe was a subordinate but necessary 
part of the world organisation' (ibid.). While it was discussed fervently 
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in the subsequent debates about the political nature of the Council of 
Europe, a European seat at the United Nations was not claimed, only 
national seats. The imagination of a European representative among 
those of other continental organizations or federations remained strong 
during the Congress, however. Since 2008 the EU has been represented 
at G20 meetings. Yet, in 1948, Churchill merely repeated the old conti
nental vision of Pan-Europe, with Soviet Russia, the British Empire plus 
its Commonwealth, the United States of America and an Asian repre
sentation of some sort.9 For many other members of the Council as well 
as for Churchill, Europe1s union would thus be a step towards a world 
organization based not on self-determined small nations of all kinds 
but on regional units forming 'an effective World Government resting 
upon the main groupings of mankind' (Churchill 1948, 10). To imag
ine Europe meant to imagine the world. Europe was part of this world 
and a European union a necessary element of world peace.10 Peace had 
to be achieved by all means. The fear of war was already menacing in 
the late 1940s: one of the reasons to include Greece as soon as possible 
in the Council of Europe was the Communist threat; the notion that 
European unity would stabilize and provide security for its members 
was a very practical political tool from very early on. 

Another illustrative example of the new place of human rights in the 
semantic field of European self-description is the speech held by the 
veteran Dutch European activist, Henri Brugmans, co-founder of the 
Union of European Federalists and founder of the College of Europe in 
Bruges in 1950, who connected European modernity1s constant experi
ences of critique and crisis to human rights - and interpreted this as 
Europe1s biggest virtue: 

Le mat magique de !'Europe indique, non seulement une region 
du globe, mais aussi un mode de vie, individuelle et commune. 
Jamais l'Europeen n'a accepte durablement la suprematie d'un 
groupe dominateur. Jamais il n'acceptera d'autorites, si elles ne 
garantissent les droits de l'homme. [ ... ] L'Europe, c'est la civilisa
tion des non-conformistes, c'est la terre des hommes continuelle
ment en lute avec eux-memes, c'est le lieu ou aucune certitude n'est 
acceptee comme verite si elle n'est continuellement redecouverte. 
(Brugmans 1948, 20) 

The concept of human rights provided breathing space for European 
activists. It allowed them to formulate European causes, to subsume 
established European discourses under a new banner, to embrace all 
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of Europe, including the Central and Eastern European countries, 
under a concept that moved decisively beyond the minority and self
determination-based reasoning of the League of Nations, and to insert 
European union into a global vision of world government. The con
cept was developed and pushed during the war, especially by Central 
European exiles such as Eduard Benes, precisely to make sure that 
the minority treaties situation after the First World War would not be 
repeated, and became a remarkable success in the early years after the 
war (Mazower 2004, 388). It was not a key concept when international 
schemes were being developed more officially during the war, however. 
One of the leading scholars of international law, Hans Kelsen, did not 
mention it at all in his General Theory of Law and State of 1945, but did 
so frequently- and critically-in his 1950 book on The Law of the United 
Nations. The closest he came in 1945 was to say that 'only human beings 
can be citizens of a state, just as only human beings can possess duties 
and rights. The duties and rights of a juristic person are the duties and 
rights of human beings as members or organs of the community pre
sented as juristic person' (Kelsen 2007, 240). The importance here lies 
in the existence of a state in which normative orders of law are imple
mented. As Kelsen himself observed, the idea of human rights, so per
vasive in the late 1940s, was nowhere to be seen only a couple of years 
earlier. 'No other subject matter is so often referred to in the Charter 
[of the UN] as the human rights and freedoms. They were not men
tioned at all in the Dumbarton Oaks Proposal [for the Establishment 
of a General International Organization from October 1944]' (Kelsen 
2000, 33). The comparison of Churchill's speeches at Zurich and The 
Hague, held within only two years of each other, leads to the same 
conclusion. The concepts of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
emerged in the immediate post-war setting, and their success is con
nected to the consequences of the League of Nations' vision based on 
self-determination. 

Human rights and American influence 

'L'Europe ou la mort', declared Paul Ramadier, former French Prime 
Minister, in concluding his speech following Winston Churchill's open
ing statements. His was a voice more representative of the cautious and 
slow Europeanizers, who preferred a slow growth of European coopera
tion between governments, who did not support a European constitu
tion or 'federalist revolution', and who saw the ministers who signed the 
Brussels and the Paris Pacts as the 'veritable founders of European union' 
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(Ramadier 1948, 13). However, though Ramadier was not especially 
visionary when it came to Europe, the military and strategic situation 
did not leave any room for doubt: Europe had to move closer together to 
survive. 'Death' in this case was meant quite literally, for it was assumed 
that Europe could easily be conquered or destroyed by another war. 
This immediate threat shaped the discussions of European union very 
decisively and led to a common conviction among all delegates that 
Europe needed to give a clear sign of its will to survive and to remain 
independent in some way. At the same time, European unification was 
strongly supported by the USA. Strategically, it was most important that 
Europe should reconstitute economic power and social peace as quickly 
as possible to counter the Soviet Union and her growing influence in 
the world. From very early on, and thus also at the Congress of Europe, 
American supporters of European union made their voices heard, even 
though they were physically absent. It was Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, 
the third speaker after Churchill and Ramadier, who reported from a 
'most satisfactory meeting with President Truman, General Marshall 
and other leaders of the United States'. He also brought a letter from 
James William Fulbright, the president of the American Committee for 
a Free and United Europe in 1948, which left no doubt about why the 
USA supported European unity and what was the expected outcome of 
the Congress. Fulbright wrote that he encouraged 'in every possible way, 
the political unification of Europe'. He was furthermore convinced that 
European prosperity and peace could only be regained in this way. In 
the last paragraph of his letter, however, he made clear that Europeans 
were expected to recompense the Americans. 'The only way that the 
people of Europe can repay the American people for their sacrifices in 
two wars and in the European Recovery Programme is to overcome their 
ancient nationalism, recognize the identity of their interests, and create 
a living, vital European community, able once more, as they have been 
in the past, to contribute to the forward march of Western Christian 
civilization' (Fulbright to Coudenhove-Kalergi 1948, 15). This was the 
general situation in which the Congress of Europe had to manoeuvre 
between global goals and US power. 

Defining human rights for Europe 

One of the main problems related to human rights for the Congress of 
Europe, and later on for the newly established Consultative Assembly 
and Committee of Ministers, was not how to implement them - it was 
clear that a court with powers to prosecute human rights violations 
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within member states of the Council of Europe had to follow - but how 
to define the rights in precise terms. 'The meeting recognized that, this 
being a subject to which the Assembly attached special importance, 
everything possible should be done to enable a positive decision to be 
reached without delay. The Greek representative [Argyropoulo] observed 
that the draft Convention submitted to the Committee of Ministers 
contained certain weaknesses and even certain contradictions which 
might make its implementation a matter of some delicacy' (Council of 
Europe 1950, 99). Chairman of the Fifth Meeting of the Committee of 
Ministers, Paul van Zeeland, had already remarked on 13 August 1949 
that 'due consideration' should be given to the 'definition' of human 
rights (Council of Europe 1949a, 12). 

To define human rights for Europe became the officially assigned 
task of the Assembly. The Committee, however, almost withdrew the 
European human rights charter from the Assembly's agreed list of mat
ters to pursue. In the morning session of 9 August 1949, the Committee 
of Ministers discussed 'item (a) of Part IV of the draft Agenda of the 
Assembly which had been drawn up by the Preparatory Commission: 
"Definition, safeguarding and development of Human Rights"' (Council 
of Europe 1949b, 34). The division of labour among the Consultative 
Assembly and the Committee of Ministers was quite clear from early 
on. Put simply, the Committee members were the pragmatists, who, 
as democratically empowered representatives of national governments, 
would decide on the Assembly's scope of decision-making, and the 
members of the Assembly were the idealists who would always strive for 
more integration and more power for the Council of Europe than the 
Committee would be ready to yield. The logic was, therefore, that the 
Committee decided upon which subjects they would like see discussed 
by the Assembly. 

It was Robert Schuman, a supporter of a clear hierarchy between 
Committee and Assembly, who, together with Halvard Lange from 
Norway, did not want the Assembly to get to work and define human 
rights. The United Nations had already developed the problem at 
great length, he argued. After objection by Gustav Rasmussen from 
Denmark, who insisted on defining human rights, it was Schuman 
who tried to block the assignment for the Assembly by reiterating 
his point that the UN had already dealt with it. Yet Rasmussen, who 
would not let Schuman's second claim stand alone without a remark, 
repeated his conviction that, if the Council of Europe did not provide 
a definition of human rights, the resulting European Court of Human 
Rights would have much less force. Following this intervention, the 
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Swedish representative Oesten Unden stepped in and supported the 
view expressed by Lange and Schuman. A representative of another 
small country, this time Ireland's Sean MacBride, then raised his voice 
to insist on the definition of human rights by the Assembly; it was a 
popular topic in Ireland, and it might be a good idea to anticipate the 
wishes of the Assembly rather than appear frightened of them. Finally, 
Great Britain's Ernest Bevin moved on the side of the small countries, 
saying that Rasmussen's arguments were convincing to him. After this, 
the meeting was adjourned. 

When the meeting reassembled, Schuman made a last move and 
suggested again the removal of the definition of human rights from 
the task list of the Assembly. When chairman Paul-Henri Spaak asked 
whether there were any objections, there were, and so a vote was taken. 
The group of ministers who wanted to take the item off the list needed 
a two-thirds majority, or eight of the twelve votes.11 Schuman and his 
camp scored seven votes against four with one abstention (Council of 
Europe 1949b, 34-6). It was thus by only one vote, or one abstention, to 
be precise, that the Committee of Ministers failed to withdraw the task 
from the Assembly to define human rights for Europe. The concerns 
raised by Rasmussen would probably have been manifested, and the 
Court of Human Rights would have been stillborn. 

Churchill continued pushing for human rights as a European cause 
and remarked to the Assembly: 'We [ ... ] are glad that the obstacles to 
discussion by the Assembly have now been removed by the Committee 
of Ministers. A European Assembly forbidden to discuss Human Rights 
would indeed have been a ludicrous proposition to put to the world' 
(Churchill 1949a, 284). His overall rhetoric had already shifted gear, 
however, towards attaching human rights more firmly to the United 
Nations, but he believed that the European declaration of human rights 
had to be more extensive, and that it should lead to a European Court 
(Churchill 1949b). 

What form did the European version of human rights take? What 
was delivered in Rome in early November 1950 was a follow-up to the 
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, but manifest
ing a clear European will to embrace the duties of a new world order 
based on human rights. Justice and peace thrive on the guarantee 
of fundamental freedoms, which are guaranteed only in a political 
democracy under the observance of human rights. While the European 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights was considerably longer 
than its UN model, mainly because of the elaboration of a European 
Court of Human Rights, specificities of the European situation were 
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integrated into the general part of the Convention. The war experience 
and the early post-war years had left their mark. For example, while 
Article 4 of the UN charter states that 'no one shall be held in slavery or 
servitude1, the European Convention follows this formulation exactly, 
yet adds that 'no one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory 
labour' (Convention 1950). 

Most importantly, the European Convention established the Court 
of Human Rights, to 'ensure the observance of the engagements under
taken by the High Parties in the Convention and the Protocols thereto' 
(Convention 1950, Article 19). With this court, the European move
ments had reached their first goal. The concepts of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms were successfully used for the cause of European 
unity. As the discussions of the Committee of Ministers have shown, 
however, this was not a straightforward and unanimous process. In 1949, 
when the Council of Europe was founded, Schuman and others tried to 
water down human rights along with the political and economic man
date of the Council. The successful implementation of the court meant 
the firm normative installation of human rights as a European core 
concept. In the long run, this normative anchor proved to be decisive 
for European self-definition, for example during the Helsinki Process of 
the mid-1970s (Thomas 2001); and it provides legitimacy for European 
agency to this day, and perhaps increasingly so. 

Fresh memories of the war and the pressing present insecurities had 
a bearing on the early pro-European movements and institutionaliza
tions. The Congress of Europe from 1948 embraced human rights as 
a core concept, uniting all Europeans and connecting Europe to the 
world. The resolutions passed by the Congress reflected the global situ
ation, the American political pressure and overall influence, and the 
European traditional self-understanding, as well as the new partition 
of Europe, which was perceived as a deadly threat. Political and eco
nomic union was the only way towards a future marked by security 
and prosperity in Europe. In line with the UN, the Congress of Europe 
blamed self-determination for many of the mistakes of the past and 
demanded a reasonable transfer of sovereignty to an international level. 
A European Assembly and a charter of human rights were demanded by 
the Congress as a first guarantee of security and peace, ultimately lead
ing to a united world in which Europe would constitute one element. 

The Cold War was to despatch many of these global scenarios into 
oblivion. The mushrooming of international organizations and the 
division of Europe cooled down pan-European claims. With the Coal 
and Steel Community, the Marshall Plan, the OEEC, NATO and the 
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division of Europe, the main tasks were already distributed to other 
organizations and not to the Council, which did not become the power
ful European body it had striven to be, and the claims of pan-European 
cooperation became increasingly unrealistic. The ambition to install a 
European Assembly was fulfilled, but it had no authority. The demands 
for economic cooperation were implemented with the Schuman Plan 
from 1950. Moves for a political union, a constitution and a com
mon army all failed in the mid-1950s, and, with the concentration on 
Western European economic integration, the concepts of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms lost impact and legitimacy, and integration 
became the new pragmatic conceptual signpost. With the shift from 
human rights as a global concept under which the whole of Europe 
would thrive to integration as a Western European affair, European inte
gration provincialized itself, located in the Cold War setting. The early 
post-war years, however, witnessed a global vision of human rights on 
the part of the UN and the Council of Europe, informing European self
understanding and agency as well. 

Conclusions - the human rights circle 

Reconsidering the key terms informing a European self-understanding, 
it is important not to forget the twelve years before the Rome Treaties 
of 1957. From the war, human rights emerged as a cohesive vision. 
Integration took over as the pragmatic watchword of the 1950s and 
1960s, before identity was launched in the 1970s. In the 1990s and 
2000s, constitution and public sphere became the new magic formulae 
(Schulz-Forberg and Strath 2010). With the failure of the constitution, 
today's European concepts again revolve around human rights and fun
damental freedoms. The EU, since the 1990s, has increasingly adapted 
its self-description to the much older, already existing general discourses 
about the idea of Europe, striving to represent not only a pragmatic and 
tedious technocracy, but core European values and concepts. Human 
rights and fundamental freedoms have been progressively embraced 
by the EU, moving the Council of Europe and the Commission closer 
to each other on the normative playing field, despite remaining feel
ings of competition between the two organizations. The EU will soon 
become a member of the Council of Europe, and thus join the European 
Convention on Human Rights itself. And the current Secretary General 
of the Council of Europe, Thorbj0rn Jagland from Norway, self
confidently calls for a common European project under the umbrella 
of human rights and security in Europe (Jagland 2010). Have human 
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rights thus come full circle? Certainly human rights are back on the 
agenda very strongly. Europe increasingly understands itself as a global 
player promoting human rights (K0lvraa 2009). Today's is a very differ
ent European semantics, however, when compared with the immediate 
post-war period. Senator Fulbright's letter to the Congress of Europe 
mentioned the forward march of Western Christian civilization, and, 
indeed, so did many other contributions. That European integration 
would return to Europe its natural place as moral leader and example 
for the world was all-pervasive in the early debates. Of course, this did 
not go uncontested. But it was natural that priests and church repre
sentatives should sit among European intellectuals and politicians. 

Human rights and fundamental freedoms were a Western concept, 
excluding other religions and cultures, resting on a residue of arro
gance and feeling of superiority. Europe, as was clear to members 
of the Congress and the Council of Europe, would be one part of a 
world system, but a leading part. Remaking Europe under the concept 
of human rights meant explicitly that Europe would again pick up its 
'traditional' role 'de guide, de pionnier, son role de grande sceur; elle 
[Europe] redeviendra la grande force culturelle, pacifique, sur laquelle 
l'humanite entiere appuiera de nouveau des plus hautes aspirations vers 
la paix, vers le bonheur' (Van Zeeland 1948, 42). 

Some elements of that post-war discourse on Europe still reverber
ate today, as the debates in the European Convention for a European 
Constitution have shown (Krzyzanowski and Oberhuber 2007). 
Assertions about European global responsibility and leadership are not 
built solely on self-confident claims for human rights, but are softened 
by Europe's growing embrace of its own darker pasts. The European 
institutions of today would not insert their symbols so openly and 
obviously into a discourse of Christian heritage as the early Council 
of Europe did when it included the European flag in the window of 

Strasbourg Cathedral. 
Despite the inherent arrogance of earlier European semantics, the 

Council of Europe has managed to install itself as a truly normative 
power12 with the ability legally to pursue abuses of human rights. Of 
course, the claim that the West somehow owns the concept of human 
rights and fundamental freedoms, and uses it as a continuation of 
influencing foreign countries and keeping its supremacy, is still rightly 
criticized (Sen 1999). But human rights have also become much more 
inclusive through agency and decades of practice. The European Court 
of Human Rights is a forum acting continuously as a normative agent 
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in a European public sphere (Schulz-Forberg 2010), and which has 
played an important part in the process leading towards increasingly 
inclusive semantics of human rights - though not necessarily towards 
a fully fledged world organization.13 It has been the goal of this chap
ter to illustrate the conceptual field in which the European future was 
imagined before the stabilization of Cold War bipolar imaginations and 
institutions, and before the Rome Treaties of 1957 confirmed the Cold 
War scenario, to show how human rights and fundamental freedoms 
emerged as the most cohesive concepts right after the war, and to reflect 
on the success of the Convention on Human Rights, which is granted 
by all historians of European integration. 

Notes 

1. Certainly, Christian heritage was not regarded as spotless by all members of 
the Council of Europe and the Congress of Europe. The main debate about 
Europe's Christian heritage and foundations took place in the Cultural 
Committee of the Congress of Europe, and Bertrand Russell, for example, 
took a strong standpoint against Christian Europe as morally superior: 'We 
have learned tolerance with great difficulty, whereas in other parts of the 
world - in China, India, among Mahometans - you find much greater readi
ness for tolerance' (Russell 1948, 332-3). Nevertheless, the meetings of the 
Cultural Committee ended with the announcement of a sermon to be held 
by one of the committee members. 

2. The movement from light blue to dark blue also has semantic implications. 
The light blue referred to untroubled peace, the dark blue to the West in the 
sense of occident or Abendland. 

3. The delegates were very sensitive of talking about occidental Europe. In the 
debates of the Economic Committee it was discussed whether or not one 
should say 'Europe occidentale' (in French) or whether it would not be more 
advisable merely to say 'Europe'. The debate was a geological one. It dealt 
with carbon resources and their location in Europe. But even in these very 
pragmatic discussions, the ontology of the occident crept in - and after a 
short exchange it was agreed to write 'Europe Unie' instead of 'Europe occi
dentale', despite the geological imprecision, since the whole of Europe was at 
the core of the Congress's labour (Economic Committee 1948a, 247; see also 
the final version of the resolution in Congress Resolutions 1948b, 8). 

4. In the treaty establishing the European Economic Community from 1957, 
the word 'human' appears for the first time under article 36 and in connec
tion with the protection of human, animal and plant life and health. The 
word 'fundamental' is completely absent. 'Right' appears for the first time in 
article 17 and is related to customs issues and the fiscal competences of the 
Member States. 

5. For example, the very influential American Committee for a Free and United 
Europe. 
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6. Kerstens was Senator in the Dutch Parliament, Vice-President of the League 
for Economic Cooperation and Chairman of the Dutch Committee for a 
United Europe. 

7. Coudenhove-Kalergi also referred to self-determination as the evil that 
ruined European unity in the interwar period, claiming that the people of 
Europe were supportive of European union, but that 'elle fut sabotee par des 
Gouvernements aveugles, qui ont prefere voir l'Europe marcher vers l'abime 
plutot que de sacrifier leur idole reactionnaire de souverainete integrale' 
(Coudenhove-Kalergi 1948, 14). 

8. The other arguments made by Churchill in Zurich were the same; only 
human rights were new. 

9. Churchill continued this line of thought in 1949 at the European Assembly 
sittings, where he also made clear that 'We are not in any way the rival of 
the world organisation. We are a subordinate but essential element in its 
ultimate structure' (Churchill 1949a, 282). 

10. See, for example, the speeches by Henri Brugmans, Coudenhove-Kalergi 
and Paul van Zeeland at the Congress of Europe's plenary session, as well 
as Claire Saunier's, President of the French National Commission for 
Education, and representatives of the Women at the Congress of Europe, 
who delivered a separate resolution, expressing that building Europe is the 
first part of a world organization (Saunier 1948, 31). Van Zeeland comple
mented this statement at the end of the final plenary session on 10 May, in 
which, as chair, he said that 'l'Europe unie n'est que la prefiguration et la 
condition d'un monde meilleur' (Van Zeeland 1948, 41). 

11. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs from Turkey and Greece had joined the 
Committee of Ministers for the first time at this second meeting, raising the 
number of votes to twelve. 

12. Normative power here is not understood in the sense of Manners (2002), 
but in a general theoretical way that understands norms as concepts which 
have a normative function and are characterized by their contestedness and 
thus their reflexivity. See also Merlingen (2007). 

13. For a theoretical approach from a political science perspective see Moravcik 
(2000), who includes the European Convention on Human Rights into a 
global framework, too - and concludes on a critical, though very obvious, 
note that more than an assembly and international declarations is needed 
to bring forth binding international commitments. 
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From War Talk to Rights Talk:* 
Exile Politics, Human Rights, and 
the Two World Wars 
Jay Winter 

It is impossible to understand the current human rights regime in 
Europe without attending to the crucible years of the Second World 
War and after. In this chapter I shall highlight the way in which exile 
politics in the Second World War in London provided the framework 
for the emergence of a new international regime of human rights. Out 
of protests by governments and individuals in exile over the crimes 
being committed daily on the Continent from 1939 on, there emerged 
an approach to war aims that placed human rights at the heart of the 
post-war international order. The men and women who drafted these 
documents did so at a time when no one could have predicted an Allied 
victory in the war. And yet during those desperate hours, during the 
Blitz, a new human rights regime was born. 

Such an outcome was unprecedented and to a large degree unantici
pated. And yet it gives a new meaning to the notion that the Second 
World War was a war of liberation. It was not a true liberation in Poland, 
or in Czechoslovakia, or in Hungary, caution historians of Eastern 
Europe, where one form of imprisonment succeeded another (e.g. Davies 
2007); but, if we adopt a longer time horizon, perhaps the notion of the 
1939-45 conflict as a war of liberation can be defended, and not just 
for the remains of the Jewish population of Europe who survived the 
Final Solution. Theirs was liberation pure and simple. The human rights 
regime of the 1940s was both an overground and an underground river; 
on the surface it froze during the Cold War. But there were other, slower, 
more indirect ways in which human rights liberated Europe. May 1968 
was a plea in many registers for liberation, from South America to 
Vietnam. The Prague Spring of the same year gave liberation a human 


